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The Archaeological Project “Condesuyos” has been carried out since 1996 by the Center for Pre-columbian
Studies (University of Warsaw, Poland) represented by its Director, Prof. Dr. Hab. Mariusz Ziółkowski, and the Catholic 
University “Santa María” (Arequipa, Peru) represented by Dr. Luis Augusto Belan Franco, the Director of the University 
Archaeological Museum.  The Project covers archaeological investigation in the vicinity of the snow-covered volcano 
Coropuna which was frequently mentioned by chroniclers of the 16th and 17th centuries as an oracle, worshiped since 
pre-Inca times.  During the 10 years of the Project over 130 archaeological sites have been discovered.  A dozen or so 
of these are large Inca centers with well-preserved stone architecture, forming a local administrative and economic 
network in this part of the pre-Columbian empire.

The archaeological site of Maucallacta is located approx. 170 kilometers north-west of the city of Arequipa in the 
southern highlands of Peru above the contemporary village of San Antonio (Administrative District of Pampacolca, 
Province of Castilla, Department of Arequipa; 72°37 ’21’’ LW, 15°41’07’’ LS; 3,700 m asl) and overlooks t he neighboring 
valley.  The architectural complex of Maucallacta, composed of more than two hundred stone buildings and tombs, an 
ushnu (a rectangular altar sometimes also called “the Inca throne”) and three huge ceremonial platforms, made of 
stones and earth (Fig.1), may be considered the principal administrative, pilgrimage and religious center related to the 
volcano and the most important Inca site discovered in Kuntisuyu, the Fourth Quarter of the Inca State. 

Based on chroniclers’ reports we know that human and animal (mainly llamas) sacrifices formed part of the cult of 
holy mountains called apus in the Andes (including the Coropuna volcano).  During the 2006 season, a stone pavement 
with traces of ashes, charcoal (C-14 date Ma-6) and fragments of pottery was discovered at the south-west side of an 
ushnu located at the edge of the largest platform on the site (Fig.2).  In Inca times – and possibly later – this was a place 
for burning offerings.  This hypothesis was confirmed by an immense midden discovered at the foot of the façade of the 
platform, which contained ashes and burnt remains of ceremonial offerings (Fig.3).  They also included countless 
fragments of pottery, animal bones, and tools made of copper and wood.  It seems that they were swept from the above 
(from the stone pavement near the ushnu) once the rituals were completed.  The dimensions of the midden attest to the 
scale of those offerings.  Its shape resembles that of a quarter of a cone with a base radius of approx. 7 m and is 
approx. 2.5 m high.  The observation of the stratigraphy of that locus (Fig.4) shows that it was created as a result of at 
least five large offerings (with the first two being the largest ones).  The well-defined Inca material found in the layers 
suggests that all those offerings were probably made during a relatively short period of time (a few years or a few dozen 
years).  However, a series of C-14 dates indicates that the process may have been considerably longer, and the last 
offerings were made in the colonial period.  The exploration of the midden will be continued in the 2007 season.

Fig.1 The general view of Maucallacta site.

Fig.2. View of the altar – ushnu – located at the edge of the
ceremonial platform.

The samples were collected from the refuse dump (midden) below the ushnu (samples MA-1, MA-2, MA-3 and 
MA-4), from the pavement near the ushnu (MA-6) and from precincts of one of many tombs, which occur at the site (MA-
5, MA-7, MA-8 and MA-9). Figure 4 shows places where the samples MA-1, MA-2, MA-3 and MA-4 were taken from. 
Complete information about samples is contained in Table 1. All samples were dated in the Gliwice Radiocarbon 
Laboratory using gas proportional counting technique. The dates were calibrated using the OxCal v3.10 calibration 
program (Bronk Ramsey 1995; 2001)and the IntCal04 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2004).  The results of calibration 
are presented in Fig.5.

The results for two samples taken from the vestibule of the tomb and a sample from the stairs near the tomb 
(MA-5, MA-7, MA-8) are coherent and correspond to Inca period. They also agree with radiocarbon dates, which were 
done previously (Michczyński et al. 2000). The similar result we obtain for the sample collected from the pavement on 
the top of ceremonial platform in the vicinity of ushnu (MA-6). However the results for samples collected from the 
midden are odd and incompatible with the presumed stratigraphy. Three dates (for samples MA-1, MA-2 and MA-4) 
correspond to the colonial period. Although they have different values expressed in radiocarbon time scale and one of 
them is even modern, but because of the specific shape of calibration curve for calendar years 1650 – 1950 AD all these 
samples match to whole this time-period. 

Table 1. Detailed information about dated samples

Fig. 5. The results of  calibration of individual dates for samples from Maucallacta.

the central part of sitesample found in the vestibule 
of tomb

-23.5 per milcharcoalmodern 
100.43 ± 0.60 pMC

Gd-12933MA -9

the central part of sitesample found in the vestibule 
of tomb

not measured, 
assumed value:
-24.59 per mil

charcoal474 ± 40 BPGd-12928MA-8

the central part of sitesample collected from the stairs near 
the tomb

-25.72 per milcharcoal400 ± 60 BPGd-19002MA-7

the central part of sitecharcoal taken from the inside 
of vessel, which was found at the 
corner of the vestibule of tomb

-24.54 per milcharcoal380 ± 45 BPGd-12927MA-5

top of the ceremonial platform with
ushnu

pieces of charcoaol collected from 
the stone pavement near the ushnu

not measured, 
assumed value:
-24.59 per mil

charcoal410 ± 45 BPGd-12926MA-6

refuse dump located at the foot 
of the ceremonial platform with ushnu

layer NIV5 of the refuse dump -24.53 per milcharcoalModern
100.31 ± 1.1 pMC

Gd-30136MA-4

refuse dump located at the foot 
of the ceremonial platform with ushnu

layer NIV4 of the refuse dump -23.85 per milcharcoal265 ± 45Gd-12936MA-3

refuse dump located at the foot 
of the ceremonial platform with ushnu

layer NIV3 of the refuse dump -25.04 per milcharcoal930 ± 70 BPGd-19007MA-2

refuse dump located at the foot 
of the ceremonial platform with ushnu

layer NIV2 of the refuse dump -24.58 per milcharcoal125 ± 65 BPGd-15997MA-1
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Fig.3.  The refuse dump (midden) discovered at the foot of the 
ceremonial platform below the ushnu.

Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]

500CalAD 1000CalAD 1500CalAD 2000CalAD

Calibrated date

Ma-1 (midden - ushnu)  125±65BP

Ma-2 (midden - ushnu)  930±70BP

Ma-3 (midden - ushnu)  265±45BP

Ma-6 (ushnu)  410±45BP

Ma-5 (tomb)  380±45BP

Ma-7 (tomb)  400±60BP

Ma-8 (tomb)  475±40BP

Fig.4. Profile of excavated part of the refuse dump (midden)
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Fig.7. View of the tomb where the samples were taken from.


